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Abstract
The increasing rate of information pollution on the
Web requires novel solutions to tackle that. Ques-
tion Answering (QA) interfaces are simplified and
user-friendly interfaces to access information on the
Web. However, similar to other AI applications, they
are black boxes which do not manifest the details
of the learning or reasoning steps for augmenting
an answer. The Explainable Question Answering
(XQA) system can alleviate the pain of information
pollution where it provides transparency to the un-
derlying computational model and exposes an in-
terface enabling the end-user to access and validate
provenance, validity, context, circulation, interpreta-
tion, and feedbacks of information. This position pa-
per sheds light on the core concepts, expectations,
and challenges in favor of the following questions
(i) What is an XQA system?, (ii) Why do we need
XQA?, (iii) When do we need XQA? (iv) How to rep-
resent the explanations? (iv) How to evaluate XQA
systems?
Index terms— Explainability, Explainable Ques-
tion Answering, XQA, Knowledge Graph, Corpus,
Evidence, Source Checking, Fact Checking, Reason-
ing, Context, Provenance, Information Pollution.
1 Introduction
Question Answering (QA) applications are a sub-
category of Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications
where for a given question, an adequate answer(s)
is provided to the end-user regardless of concerns
related to the structure and semantics of the un-
derlying data. The spectrum of QA implementa-
tions varies from statistical approaches [10, 9], deep
learning models [16, 10] to simple rule-based (i.e.,
template-based) approaches [13, 8]. Also, the un-
derlying data sets in which the answer is exploited
might range from Knowledge Graphs (KG) holding
a solid semantics as well as structure to unstruc-
tured corpora (free text) or consolidation of both.
Apart from the implementation details and the back-
ground data, roughly speaking, the research com-
munity introduced the following categories of QA
systems:
• Ad-hoc QA: advocates simple and short ques-
tions and typically relies on one single KG or
Corpus.
• Hybrid QA: requires federating knowledge
from heterogeneous sources [2].
• Complex QA: deals with complex questions
which are long, and ambiguous. Typically, to
answer such questions, it is required to exploit
answers from a hybrid of KGs and textual con-
tent [1].
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• Visualized QA: answers texual questions from
images [6].
• Pipeline-based QA: provides automatic inte-
gration of the state-of-the-art QA implementa-
tions [12, 11].
A missing point in all types of QA systems is that
in case of either success or failure, they are silent
to the question of why? Why have been a particu-
lar answer chosen? Why were the rest of the candi-
dates disregarded? Why did the QA system fail to
answer? whether it is the fault of the model, quality
of data, or lack of data? The truth is that the exist-
ing QA systems similar to other AI applications are
a black box (see Figure 1) meaning they do not pro-
vide any supporting fact (explanation) about the rep-
resented answer with respect to the trustworthiness
rate to the source of information, the confidence/re-
liability rate to the chosen answer, and the chain of
reasoning or learning steps led to predict the final
answer. For example, Figure 1 shows that the user
sends the question ‘what is the side effect
of antibiotics?’ to the QA system. If the an-
swer is represented in a way similar to the interface
of Google, then the end-user might have a mixed
feeling as to whether s/he can rely on this answer
or how and why such an answer is chosen among
numerous candidates?
The rising challenges regarding the credibility, re-
liability, and validity of the state-of-the-art QA sys-
tems are of high importance, especially on critical
domains such as life-science involved with human
life. The Explainable Question Answering (XQA)
systems are an emerging area which tries to address
the shortcomings of the existing QA systems. The
recent article [17] published a data set containing
pairs of question/answer along with the supporting
facts of the corpus where an inference mechanism
over them led to the answer. Figure 2 is an exam-
ple taken from the original article [17]. The assump-
tion behind this data set is that the questions require
multi-hops to conclude the answer, which is not the
case all the time. Besides, this kind of representa-
tions might not be an ideal form for XQA; for exam-
ple, whether representing solely the supporting facts
is sufficient? how reliable are the supporting facts?
Who published them? And how credible is the pub-
lisher? And furthermore, regarding the interface, is
not the end-user overwhelmed if s/he wants to go
through all the supporting facts? Is not there a more
user-friendly approach for representation?
The XQA similar to all applications of Explainable
AI (XAI) is expected to be transparent, accountable
and fair [7]. If QA is biased (bad QA), it will come
up with discriminating information which is biased
based on race, gender, age, ethnicity, religion, social
or political rank of publisher and targeted user [3].
[4] raises six fundamental competency questions re-
garding XAI as follows:
1. Why did the AI system do that?
2. Why did not the AI system do something else?
3. When did the AI system succeed?
4. When did the AI system fail?
5. When does the AI system give enough confi-
dence in the decision that you can trust?
6. How can the AI system correct an error?
In the area of XQA,we adopt these questions; how-
ever, we apply sufficient modifications as follows:
1. Why did the QA system choose this answer?
2. Why did not the QA system answer something
else?
3. When did the QA system succeed?
4. When did the QA system fail?
5. When does the QA system give enough confi-
dence in the answer that you can trust?
6. How can the QA system correct an error?
This visionary paper introduces the core concepts,
expectations and challenges in favor of the ques-
tions (i) What is an Explainable Question Answer-
ing (XQA) system?, (ii) Why do we need XQA?, (iii)
When do we need XQA? (iv) How to represent the
explanations? (iv) How to evaluate XQA systems?
In the following sections, we address each question
respectively.
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Search Engine
Figure 1: The existing QA systems are a black box which do not provide any explanation for their inference.
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Abstract
Existing question answering (QA) datasets fail
to train QA systems to perform complex rea-
soning and provide explanations for answers.
We introduce HOTPOTQA, a new dataset with
113k Wikipedia-based question-answer pairs
with four key features: (1) the questions re-
quire finding and reasoning over multiple sup-
porting documents to answer; (2) the ques-
tions are diverse and not constrained to any
pre-existing knowledge bases or knowledge
schemas; (3) we provide sentence-level sup-
porting facts required for reasoning, allowing
QA systems to reason with strong supervision
and explain the predictions; (4) we offer a new
type of factoid comparison questions to test
QA systems’ ability to extract relevant facts
and perform necessary comparison. We show
that HOTPOTQA is challenging for the latest
QA systems, and the supporting facts enable
models to improve performance and make ex-
plainable predictions.
1 Introduction
The ability to perform reasoning and inference
over natural language is an important aspect of in-
telligence. The task of question answering (QA)
provides a quantifiable and objective way to test
the reasoning ability of intelligent systems. To this
end, a few large-scale QA datasets have been pro-
posed, which sparked significant progress in this
direction. However, existing datasets have limita-
tions that hinder further advancements of machine
reasoning over natural language, especially in test-
ing QA systems’ ability to perform multi-hop rea-
soning, where the system has to reason with in-
formation taken from more than one document to
arrive at the answer.
⇤These authors contributed equally. The order of author-
ship is decided through dice rolling.
†Work done when WWC was at CMU.
Paragraph A, Return to Olympus:
[1] Return to Olympus is the only album by the alterna-
tive rock band Malfunkshun. [2] It was released after
the band had broken up and after lead singer Andrew
Wood (later of Mother Love Bone) had died of a drug
overdose in 1990. [3] Stone Gossard, of Pearl Jam, had
compiled the songs and released the album on his label,
Loosegroove Records.
Paragraph B, Mother Love Bone:
[4] Mother Love Bone was an American rock band that
formed in Seattle, Washington in 1987. [5] The band
was active from 1987 to 1990. [6] Frontman Andrew
Wood’s personality and compositions helped to catapult
the group to the top of the burgeoning late 1980s/early
1990s Seattle music scene. [7] Wood died only days be-
fore the scheduled release of the band’s debut album,
“Apple”, thus ending the group’s hopes of success. [8]
The album was finally released a few months later.
Q: What was the former band of the member of Mother
Love Bone who died just before the release of “Apple”?
A:Malfunkshun
Supporting facts: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7
Figure 1: An example of the multi-hop questions in
HOTPOTQA. We also highlight the supporting facts in
blue italics, which are also part of the dataset.
First, some datasets mainly focus on testing the
ability of reasoning within a single paragraph or
document, or single-hop reasoning. For example,
in SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) questions are
designed to be answered given a single paragraph
as the context, and most of the questions can in
fact be answered by matching the question with
a single sentence in that paragraph. As a result, it
has fallen short at testing systems’ ability to reason
over a larger context. TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017)
and SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017) create a more
challenging setting by using information retrieval
to collect multiple documents to form the con-
text given existing question-answer pairs. Nev-
ertheless, most of the questions can be answered
by matching the question with a few nearby sen-
tences in one single paragraph, which is limited as
it does not require more complex reasoning (e.g.,
Figure 2: An examp e from [17] where the support-
ing facts necessary to answer the given question Q
are listed.
2 What is XQA?
To answer the question of What is XQA?, we feature
two layers i.e., model and interface for XQA similar
to XAI [4]. Figure 3 shows our envisioned plan for
XQAwhere at the end, the end user confidently con-
clude that he can/cannot trust to the answer. In the
following, we present a formal definition of XQA.
Definition 1 (Explainable Question Answering)
XQA is a system relying on an explainable computa-
tional model for exploiting the answer and then utilizes
an explainable interface to represent the answer(s)
along with the explanation(s) to the end-user.
This definition highlights two major components
of XQA as (i) explainable computational model and
(ii) explainable interface. In the following we dis-
cuss these two components in more details:
Explainable Computational Model. Whatever
computational model employed in XQA system,
(e.g., learning-based model, schema-driven ap-
proach, reasoning approach, heuristic approach,
rule-based approach, or a mixture of various mod-
els) it has to explain all intermediate and final
choices meaning the rationale behind the decisions
should be transparent, fair, and accountable [7].
The responsible QA system distinguishes misin-
formation, disinformation, mal-information, and
true facts [15]. Furthermore, it cares about the
untrustworthiness and trustworthiness of data
publisher, information representation, updated
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                    I can access context
                    I can find the provenance of information
                    I can do fact-checking
                    I can do source-checking
                    I can check the credibility of the source
                    I can detect manipulated information
                    I can report mis-, dis-, mal- information
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Figure 3: The explainable question answering exposes explainable models and explainable interface; then
the user can make a decision as to whether to trust or not.
or outdated information, accurate or inaccurate
information, and also the interpretations that the
answer might raise. Whereas, the fair QA system
is not biased based on the certain characteristics of
the data publisher, or the targeted end user (e.g.,
region, race, social or political rank). Finally, the
transparency of QA systems refers to the availability
and accessibility to the reasons behind the decisions
of the QA system in each step upon the request of
involving individuals (e.g., end user, developer, data
publisher, policymakers).
Explainable Interface. The explainable interface
introduced in [4] contains two layers (i) a cognitive
layer and (ii) an explanation layer. The cognitive
layer represents the implications learned from the
computational model in an explainable form (ab-
stractive or summarized representation), and then
the explanation layer is responsible for delivering
them to the end user in an interactive mode. We in-
troduce several fundamental features which the fu-
ture generation of XQA have to launch. We exten-
sively elaborate on our view about the interface in
Section 5.
3 Why do we need XQA?
We showcase the importance of having XQA using
the two following arguments.
InformationDisorder Era. The growth rate ofmis-
, dis-, mal- information on the Web is getting dra-
matically worsened [14]. Still, the existing search en-
gines fail to identify misinformation even where it is
highly crucial [5]. It is expected from the informa-
tion retrieval systems (either keyword-based search
engines or QA systems) to identify mis-, dis-, mal-
information from reliable and trustworthy informa-
tion.
Human Subject Area. Having XQA for areas be-
ing subjected to lives particularly human subject is
highly important. For example, bio-medical and
life-science domains require to discriminate between
the hypothetical facts, resulting facts, methodolog-
ical facts, or goal-oriented facts. Thus XQA has to
infer the answer of informational question based on
the context of the question as to whether it is asking
about resulting facts, or hypothetical facts, etc.
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4 When do we need XQA?
Typically in the domains that the user wants to
make a decision upon the given answer, XQA mat-
ters since it enables the end user to make a decision
with trust. There are domains that traditional QA
does not hurt. For example, if the end user is look-
ing for the ‘nearby Italian restaurant’, QA
systems suffice. On the contrary, in the domain of
health, having the explanations is demanding other-
wise the health care providers can not entirely rely
on the answers disposed by the system.
5 How to represent the explana-
tion?
Before, presenting the features of the interface; we il-
lustrate the life cycle of information on the Web (see
Figure 4). Each piece of information has a source
who initially published it, then After reposting the
original piece, it might be framed in a context or ma-
nipulated. Also, concerning its circulation on social
media or the Web, it might be annotated or com-
mented on by the crowd.
Publishing  Framing incontext Manipulating 
Circulating
on Web and
Social Media
Annotating by
Crowd 
Figure 4: The life cycle of information on the Web.
We feature the explainable QA interface with re-
spect to its life cycle in Figure 5. The explainable in-
terface should enable the end user to
• access context
• find the provenance of information
• do fact-checking
• do source-checking
• check the credibility of the source
• detect manipulated information
• report mis-, dis-, mal- information
• access annotations (feedbacks) of the crowd
• see the circulation history
12:30
Explainable Interface 
< BACK NEXT >
Access to Context
Access to the circulation
 History
Detecting Information 
disorder
Fack-checking
Source-checking
Report mis-, dis-, mal-
 information
Figure 5: The features of explainable interface for
XQA.
6 How to evaluate XQA systems?
The evaluation of the XQA systems has to check the
validity and performance of all the features in the
computational model and interface. For example,
whether the interface disposes a fact-checking fea-
ture or source checking feature? If yes, how fair,
transparent, and accountable are these features? The
research community requires to introduce metrics,
criteria, and benchmarks for evaluating these fea-
tures.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the concepts, expecta-
tions, and challenges of XQA. The expectation is that
the future generation of QA systems (or search en-
gines) rely on computational explainablemodels and
interact with the end-user via the explainable user
interface. The explainable computational models are
transparent, fair and accountable. Also, the explain-
able interfaces enable the end-user to interact with
features for source-checking, fact-checking and also
5
accessing to context and circulation history. In addi-
tion, the explainable interfaces allow the end-user to
report mis-, dis-, mal- information.
We are at the beginning of a long-term agenda
to mature this vision and furthermore provide stan-
dards and solutions. The phenomena of information
pollution is a dark side of theWebwhich will endan-
ger our society, democracy, justice service and health
care. We hope that the XQA will be the attention of
the research community in the next couple of years.
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